Smart Light Bulb
User Manual

NEW CUSTOMER
INSTALLATION

If you’ve received this light bulb as part
of your initial order with a Frontpoint Hub,
we’ve done the set-up process for you!

EXISTING CUSTOMER
INSTALLATION

Based on your system’s panel, please follow
the corresponding instructions below:

Screw the light bulb into a light
fixture and turn it on.
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Control the light using our Frontpoint
app and rename the light by
going online to MyFrontpoint.com
>Settings >Devices (optional).
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If you’ve received this light bulb as an
additional order and currently have a
Frontpoint Simon XT or IQ Panel in
your home, please call 877-602-5276 for
step by step instructions.
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If you’ve received this light bulb as an
additional order and have a Frontpoint
Hub in your home:
1

Screw the light bulb into the
desired light fixture; the switch
should be OFF.
*Please note: During the learn-in
process, the light bulb must be within
30’ of the Frontpoint Hub. After the
learn-in process, the light bulb can
function within 30’ of the Frontpoint
Hub or another Z-wave device, such as
another Z-Wave light bulb. If you need
to purchase another light bulb to extend
the allowable distance, go online to
MyFrontpoint.com >Shop >Home
Automation.
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Turn the light fixture ON. The light
bulb will then flash two times to
indicate a successful connection.
Press the button on the Frontpoint
Hub again to exit learn-in mode.
The LED light will change from
white to green.
The light bulb will appear listed
in your app within 3 to 5 minutes,
giving you the ability to turn on/off
and dim your light. If you wish to
rename the light, you can do so by
going on-line to MyFrontpoint.com
>Settings >Devices.

Hold down the button on the
Frontpoint Hub next to the AC
adapter for 10-15 seconds until
you hear a chirp. The Frontpoint
Hub’s LED light will turn white; this
is called “learn-in mode”.
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USAGE INSTRUCTIONS:

To AUTOMATE your light bulb:

Important: Remember to keep the
light switch in a permanent ON position
to be able to use with the app.

•

Rules are event-triggered
responses of the light based on
your indicated preferences. For
example, turn on a light when
sensor activity has been detected.

•

A schedule can be set so your light
bulbs turn on/off or dim based on
the times you select.

•

A scene can be set to control
multiple devices with one click. For
example, set a scene of “sleep”
to arm your system and turn off all
lights at the same time.

Use the Frontpoint app to control the light, or
login to my.frontpointsecurity.com to control
through your web browser.

To MANUALLY turn on your light
without using the app: Flip the
switch OFF and then ON again. If you
need to turn the light bulb off without
using the app: turn the light OFF, ON,
OFF, ON, and the light will turn off after
a few seconds.
To return your bulb to factory
defaults: Cycle the switch on the
light fixture OFF/ON four times (8
switches total) within 4 seconds. The
light bulb will flash 2 times to indicate
a successful reset. This can be used
when switching the light bulb from one
control panel and adding it to another.
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Login to your account at
my.frontpointsecurity.com and click
“Automation”, found on the left-side panel.
Within this section, you can add rules,
schedules, or scenes to make your life easier.
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TROUBLESHOOTING:
If the bulb can’t be added into
your ecosystem:
1

2
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Bring the light bulb closer to the
control panel and try again.
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Please move the control panel and
the bulb closer together and try
again. If this is successful, consider
keeping the light and control panel
closer together, or purchasing
additional bulbs as range extenders.

If your control panel is a hub,
please make sure hub is plugged in
and try again.
Return your bulb to factory defaults
(directions on page 6). After a
successful reset, try adding the
bulb again.
If the light isn’t responding to
remote commands:

1

2

If the light bulb was just added in,
please wait a few minutes and try
again. It is possible that the light
bulb needs additional time before it
can communicate with the control
panel and respond properly with
remote commands.

Need more help?
Call us at 877-602-5276.
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